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Hunt down the weapon pieces, destroy
the night goddess, protect Midgard
(Earth). That was always the mission .
. . When an unexpected sacrifice turns
Allie's world on its head, she
discovers her true function within the
Asgardian world. Her new purpose has
much higher stakes-and significantly
bigger dangers-than she ever could have
imagined. And as the Goddess of Night
unleashes an unparalleled wave of fury
across the realms, Allie's dream of a
peaceful future with her favorite
protector all but disappears. Nott's
determined to control Midgard. But
Allie has more to fight for than ever
before, and she's determined to end the
Night War . . . no matter what it costs
her.
The third edition to the horror
anthology series: The Immanent
World.Attacked by a hacker for posting
his beliefs online, David Clegg is
presented with a series of videos that
show him the truth behind his
conspiracy theories in a violent,
twisted, and imaginative mash up of
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short stories.
I finally made it out of the Dark Woods
only to learn that Sawyer is in prison,
our people are still at war, and the
wolves are hiding underground. It will
take every ounce of strength I have in
order to save our people, get my man
back, and bring down the queen. I can't
do this alone, and calling on an old
friend proves to be the best decision I
could ever make. Nothing will keep me
from my mate, not even the magical
world's most high security prison. You
will love the twists and turns in this
epic conclusion to the bestselling Wolf
Girl series!
Arianna might have won the Summit and
taken the crown of wolf shifters, but
something is off with the mecca and if
she doesn't fix it the fae might just
make another earth side appearance. Now
she must work with the king of the
bears to save both of their people. He
tempts her in every way and a
relationship between them is forbidden.
Wrath of The Gods
Logan
The Matefinder Series
Fallen Academy
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A Carpino Series Crossover Novella
#NeverTrustATitan Maisey thought the worst thing to
happen to her was Insta shaming or a midnight shift
at the Crab Shack. Until she got dragged into the
world of the gods.Or more specifically, the world of
one very annoying, bad at sarcasm, sex on legs,
Titan. Cronus was everything she never knew she
wanted, or needed, in her life. And then he just
left.Left her alone, with no idea what's happening to
the world, what's happening with the sins. Only
someone miscalculated. Whether it was Cronus or the
fates, there's no way they can do this without Maisey.
Turns out, she's the most important piece
Patricia Briggs “has reached perfection”* in this #1
New York Times bestseller, as Mercy Thompson faces
a shapeshifter’s biggest fear... Mercy’s life has
undergone a seismic change. Becoming the mate of
Alpha werewolf Adam Hauptman has made her a
stepmother to his daughter Jesse, a relationship that
brings moments of blissful normalcy to Mercy’s life.
But on the edges of humanity, what passes for a
minor mishap on an ordinary day can turn into so
much more... After a traffic accident in bumper-tobumper traffic, Mercy and Jesse can’t reach Adam—or
anyone else in the pack. They’ve all been abducted.
Mercy fears Adam’s disappearance may be related to
the political battle the werewolves have been fighting
to gain acceptance from the public—and that he and
the pack are in serious danger. Outmatched and on
her own, Mercy may be forced to seek assistance
from any ally she can get, no matter how unlikely.
*The Nocturnal Library
Everything I thought I knew was a lie. The evil
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vampire spawn I'd hunted my entire life have turned
out to be my only allies. Hidden away in Magic City,
I've promised to help support Luka as he competes to
become King. The problem? I'm falling for him and
he's engaged to be married. To get my mind off of my
boy problem, Liv and I band together with our allies to
dig deeper into the betrayal of every hunter. What I
find shocks me to my core. With Luka's fiancé
breathing down my neck, and hidden truths bubbling
to the surface daily, it will take every skill I have to
stay alive.
Dreams.I never had one. Never even knew what a
dream was until a certain unassuming Carpino
waltzed into my life. That day my world tilted.It
became unhinged. I might not have been a dreamer,
but she was. She wrote the words missing from my
life. Her notes ignited my heart. Her flame lit up my
darkness.Her dreams became mine and I'd move
heaven and earth to give them life. Especially when
my past surfaced and threatened to kill every dream
we had.Until Avery, I had nothing. But I'm Link
Forester. I'd fight for her, for us, because right now, I
have everything to lose. Warning: The author will
have a dramatic fit-Scarlett O'Hara style-if anyone
under the age of eighteen touches this book.
Secret Keepers Series #3
A Supernatural Prison Story
THE MAGIC
Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay Realms of Sorcery
His Darkest Hunger
Nai expected the summons to Alpha Academy...but not this
year.She's trained her entire life to lead her pack, and the elite
school is where she'll receive the elemental magic that
distinguishes her as an alpha heir. But the four sexy guards
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sent to escort Nai are not only early-they're her sworn enemies.
Then when she arrives at Alpha Academy, the Alpha King is not
happy to see her.And if that isn't enough...Mysterious magical
marks pop up on her skin, outcast shifters keep attacking the
school, and someone is trying to kill her.There is no way things
could get worse. No way.Until she meets her fated mate at a
masquerade party...He's sexy as sin.An Alpha Heir.And
completely and totally forbidden.If you love YA fantasy, wolfshifters, and enemies-to-lovers romance, get ready for a pulsepounding story that will keep you riveted until the very last
word.*Author note: This book is not reverse harem (RH)
"Agatha Christie meets Groundhog Day...quite unlike anything
I've ever read, and altogether triumphant."—A. J. Finn, #1 New
York Times-bestselling author of The Woman in the Window
The Rules of Blackheath Evelyn Hardcastle will be murdered at
11:00 p.m. There are eight days, and eight witnesses for you to
inhabit. We will only let you escape once you tell us the name of
the killer. Understood? Then let's begin... *** Evelyn
Hardcastle will die. Every day until Aiden Bishop can identify
her killer and break the cycle. But every time the day begins
again, Aiden wakes up in the body of a different guest. And
some of his hosts are more helpful than others. For fans of
Claire North and Kate Atkinson, The 71⁄2 Deaths of Evelyn
Hardcastle is a breathlessly addictive novel that follows one
man's race against time to find a killer—but an astonishing
time-turning twist means that nothing and no one are quite
what they seem. Praise for The 7 1⁄2 Deaths of Evelyn
Hardcastle: Costa First Novel Award 2018 Winner One of
Stylist Magazine's 20 Must-Read Books of 2018 One of
Harper's Bazaar's 10 Must-Read Books of 2018 One of
Guardian's Best Books of 2018
Lily was left heartbroken and pissed off at Liam after he took
off to side with his people. But now she will have to forgive him
and form an alliance. She must bring all of the crystals back to
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faerie and restore the lands before it's too late. But Liam is
hiding a secret, and so are the elders.If Lily can decode the text
in her mother's journal, she may just find the key to saving
everything, including her heart.
Everything Lily thought she knew about Liam was a lie. After
kicking him out of Faerie, she decides to seek the crystals alone.
State after state, she scours the country but comes up with
nothing.When she gets back to Faerie, defeated and broken
hearted, she finds a peace offering from Liam. Faerie needs her
now more than ever and she needs Liam's help. She must push
through her heartbreak and save her world before it's lost
forever.
Matefinder
The Complete Series
Midnight Kisses
Earthbound
Releasing The Gods

Arianna is a queen heir, at 20 years old she's now
eligible for the crown of wolf shifters. Heirs are
trained and groomed so that they're ready, should
the queen perish. The Red Queen has stood for a
century and her power beyond reckoning, until she
is murdered. Four heirs will now fight for the crown.
Let the summit begin.
Now that her mother is dead, Lilly is the last of her
kind.A Seeker.Tasked with seeking the lost crystals
of Faerie, she must restore her broken and barren
world to its former glory.But the crystals that keep
Faerie alive have been stolen by the Sons of
Darkness and are hidden on Earth. It's up her to get
them back by any means necessary.She has
everything under control and plans to bring the first
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crystal back, when she meets him-Liam-a Son of
Darkness.He's the most dangerous kind, with black
wings that smoke and eyes that have seen death.
She must kill him, kill him and take the crystal, but
she can't.He's her soulmate.
Did Charlie Bennett ever tell you that vampires are
evil assholes? Well they are! She's had just about
enough of them and when the unthinkable happens,
she decides it might just be time to use her blood as
a weapon against them. It's time for a little anarchy.
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a
great book for every reader.
House of Leights
Midnight King
Magictorn
Dragons and Druids Prequel
Rival Magic
After finding out about her unique heritage,
Sloane is taken under the wing of an Earth druid.
She's told she must learn to control both of her
warring powers or they will consume her. She
needs a special staff, made just for her, to help
channel her unique magic. The problem? It's only
made by one very reclusive elf. She and her team
set off to hunt down this elf in hopes of
controlling the dangerous power within her. But
what she doesn't know is that she too is being
hunted.
The complete trilogy in one volume! Werewolves,
facing the threat of extinction, desperately seek
their mates to bear young. Aurora, a human far
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removed from the supernatural world, is nearing
her own end after being fatally injured in a car
accident. Kai, an alpha werewolf, lurks in the
nearby trees watching her bleed out. He chooses
to save her the only way he knows how, by
changing her. Aurora struggles with her past as
a domestic abuse survivor and the new
dominating and violent lifestyle of a werewolf.
No one is prepared for what happens next. The
tides turn in favor of the werewolves. The
Matefinder has been found, and she is more
powerful than anybody ever imagined. But is she
prepared to be the most hunted werewolf in
history?
Sloane finds herself captured, and in the
presence of the evil druid Ardan. It will take all
her cunning trickery and help from friends in
order to break free. Now the real work begins. A
war has begun and Sloane won't stop until it
ends with her and Logan's happily ever after.
Zoey is happy in her home with her friends on
the east side of the country. She has just
recently turned into a werewolf and has
practiced her skills ever since she first became
one. But when her mother announces some
surprising news, which brings her world crashing
down around her, she is forced to move across
the country with her dad to join his old pack. She
meets unexpected family members and is dead
set on not joining a new pack of wolves. Where
she lived before was no pack territory, so she
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lived among rogues, she being one herself. What
will she do when everyone is sure she must join
the pack? Staying away from the pack in their
own territory is not an easy task. Hide, run, and
avoid at every opportunity. Getting settled and
finding a loving new friend may prove a little
unexpected for the eighteen-year-old Zoey, but
she is accepting this friend, that is until her
secret comes out. What will Zoey do when she
finds herself attracted to a pack member? Is he
going to be the mate her father always talks
about? Or will more surprising events arise?
Anarchy
Skyborn
Queen Heir
Magical Compass
Until Avery

An indispensable and comprehensive
sourcebook for games masters and players of
the world-renowned Warhammer Fantasy
Roleplay contains new adventures and
background information.
Hunger makes all creatures equal... It's been a
long time since Red felt anything but hungry.
All she knows is hunting and running, her
instincts ruling her body and leaving her feral.
Desperate to escape the horrors of her past,
one errant scent finds Red face to face with
The Lion of Oz. King is aloof and emotionless
most times, but something about him sets Red's
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blood on fire. If he wasn't so determined to
annoy her at every turn, she might almost like
him. Almost. Only one lock remains between
Toto and his freedom. If broken, Oz will be
forced to march into battle against the World
Breakers plotting to watch the worlds burn.
The yellow brick road readies itself for blood.
Warring between who she once was and who
she's become, Red must face her nightmares
and accept the beast inside. Will she finally sate
the hunger or will Red lose herself to the
wildness within? In the end, madness is
written... If you like Sarah J Maas, Gena
Showalter, J.R. Ward, Laura Thalassa, or
Jennifer L. Armentrout, you won’t be able to
put down this highly addictive twisted fairy
tale. Reading Order: The Sons of Wonderland
Mad as a Hatter Late as a Rabbit Feral as a Cat
Cruel as a Queen The Daughters of Neverland
Vicious as a Darling Fierce as a Tiger LilyWicked as a Pixie Monstrous as a Croc The
Heirs of Oz Heartless as a Tin Man Empty as a
Scarecrow Cowardly as a Lion Companion Book
coming soon! What Amazon reviewers are
saying about Kendra’s other books: ★★★★★
’I don't even know where to start because I am
missing words to describe how much I loved
this book. I've read a lot of gripping books, but
this was by far one of the most addictive! For
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several hours, I could not focus on anything,
the world disappeared and I was in
Wonderland.’ ★★★★★ ‘Unlike anything
you've ever read’ ★★★★★ ‘The story kept
me hooked and I couldn't stop reading.’
★★★★★ ‘ This is one of the best series I
have ever read and I hope for more. The
author's imagination and talent are a thing of
beauty. . .’ ★★★★★ ‘Brilliant. Captivating.
Absolutely addicting!’ ★★★★★ ‘The plot is
gripping, the world is beautifully constructed,
the descriptions are vivid, and the characters
wonderfully well developed.’ ★★★★★ ‘Every
book she writes is magic!!’ ★★★★★ ‘I love
everything about this story and I love this
author so much. I know when I get her book
that it’s going to be a fantastic read and she
never disappoints. . .’ ★★★★★ ‘Kendra has
the power to make you love books you don't
normally read or look twice at.’ ★★★★★ ‘If
you like strong, quick witted, heroic women &
sweet, sexy & dangerous Norse gods this book
is for you!’
While on a mission Stanton Rourke suffers a
head injury that robs him of his short term
memory, leaving Clarisse Carrington in danger
and heartbroken.
Family is everything to Brielle, so when she
learns about an opportunity to free her mother
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from Demon City, she takes it. No matter how
dangerous, Brielle will do anything to unite her
family in Angel City. All is going according to
plan, until her brother's awakening ceremony.
What he is... it shocks everyone, and he's sent
away until he can get his powers under control.
Then Brielle loses someone precious to her and
goes to great lengths to get them back, lengths
Lincoln doesn't agree with. He thinks Brielle is
too much of a risk taker, too wild, and all he can
do is try his best to protect her. But with untold
powers rising inside of her, Brielle might go to
a place that no one can bring her back from.
Not even Lincoln. Brielle needs to learn to fight
the darkness that threatens to take her over,
because little by little, she's losing her light.
Year One
Water Blessed
Vampire Hunter Society
The 7 1 2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle
I've never tried to run away...until
now.Because now, my father wants me to
get married. At sixteen.The deadly cult
that had kept me trapped for all these
years just got a hundred times worse. I
see no way out until one dark night when
the impossible happens. That night, an
angel sneaks into me room, kisses me
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and opens my eyes to a whole new,
supernatural power. Using my newfound
power, I fight back and discover that I'm
not the only one with a
secret....Download now to find out if good
really can defeat evil....This title formerly
released as The Thorn Chronicles Books
1-4: Kissed, Destroyed, Secrets & Lies
Ocean lives in a world where water is
scarce. Her village names all of their
females after water, in hopes of gaining
favor with the Fates. For every 20 years a
Water Blessed is chosen. Someone who
can create water at will. Men take
multiples water wives with the sole
purpose of fetching water 10 miles away
from the dangerous and crowded well.
When Ocean finds herself being
auctioned off to the highest bidder, Seth,
a royal knight, changes her life forever.
But what the Fates have in store for
Ocean might prove too much and
sometimes love isn't enough.
Werewolves, facing the threat of
extinction, desperately seek their mates
to bear young. Aurora, a human far
removed from the supernatural world, is
nearing her own end after being fatally
injured in a car accident. Kai, an alpha
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werewolf, lurks in the nearby trees
watching her bleed out. He chooses to
save her the only way he knows how, by
changing her. Aurora struggles with her
past as a domestic abuse survivor and the
new dominating and violent lifestyle of a
werewolf. No one is prepared for what
happens next. The tides turn in favor of
the werewolves. The Matefinder has been
found, and she is more powerful than
anybody ever imagined. But is she
prepared to be the most hunted werewolf
in history?
Tyson Compass, as one of the famed
Compass quads, is not a wizard used to
living with regrets. Except for one: Grace
Carter. Grace is a healer witch he
rejected many years ago. After
completely disappearing from his life,
she has returned, and turned his world
upside down. The attraction between
them flares strongly, but she has not
forgotten or forgiven his callous rebuff
when they were teens. Tyson does
everything he can to prove he will never
hurt her again, and just when he thinks
there might be a chance for them, she
has to leave again. She makes him
promise not to follow her - a promise he
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honors for as long as he can. But after
almost two months with no word, he's
done waiting. He's going to find his girl.
With a little help from his brothers, he
tracks her down, only to find Grace
betrayed by her family ... tortured ...
hurt. His rage knows no bounds. He will
do everything he can to bring her family
to justice, to find out why they turned on
her. By unlocking these secrets, though,
he will discover that Grace is so much
more than just a healer witch. She holds
a secret that could save the world of
Faerie. Or destroy it.
Untamed
The Immanent World
The Thorn Chronicles
Serving the Fae
Mated Girl

Alone, on the run, and fighting for her life. Sloane Murphy
thought hiking the Grand Canyon alone after graduation would
be an awesome adventure. Until she slips and starts to
plummet to her death. Then the unthinkable happens. She
transforms into... a dragon. After flying to safety and trying to
convince herself she isn't having a mental breakdown, the
hunters come for her. She runs, somehow managing to stay
one step ahead of them. Until her luck runs out. Now the
hunters have her and they intend to kill, not capture. That's
when he comes for her. Logan Sharp is the last dragon shifter
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alive. Or so he thinks, until he gets word that the druids are
hunting a red headed female. His team takes her in, sheltering
her because there is a truth she must learn: if the skyborn die
out, then so does humanity. But Sloane is hiding a dark secret
that she doesn't even know yet. A secret that could change
everything.*Recommended reading age 16+ due to language
From San Francisco to Munich to Las Vegas and beyond,
mercenary mage Sera Dering faces her biggest challenge yet in
this final installment of the bestselling Dragon Born Serafina
series. After twenty-four years of pretending to be human, Sera
is adjusting to her new life with magic and a deepening
relationship with dragon shifter Kai. But her magic is put to
the test when the Grim Reaper, an immortal mage with godlike
powers, begins to weave his sinister enchantments over the
supernatural community. To defeat him, she has to ally with
the very people who condemned her kind to death-and if they
discover what she is, they will turn on her instead. Rival
Magic is the fourth book in the Dragon Born Serafina urban
fantasy series.
"Rush and Gia's story continues in the ... conclusion to Rebel
heir"--Back cover.
Skyborn
Saving the Fae
Redeemer
Seeking the Fae
The Dark Bite
Joining The Pack

Maya has never had much to complain about. Sure,
her parents are absent a lot, having important jobs in
the government, but at the end of the day she has all
the material possessions a girl could want. Not to
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mention a great best friend, and secure spot in the
popular group at her school. Yet she can never shake
the feeling of displacement. Constantly searching for
something that's missing from her life. Turns out Maya
is part of something much bigger than her human
existence, and after a mysterious stranger saves her
from an ambush at a party, he brings her into his
world. And turns her world completely upside down.
Brielle Atwater isn't sure of much, but she knows a
few things: 1. Having black wings is not normal. 2.
Selling her soul to the demons was a mistake. 3.
Lincoln Grey is the biggest asshole she's ever met ...
but not falling in love with him might prove impossible.
When angels fell from the sky to war with the demons
that ravaged Earth, their combined powers infected
humanity. Now, the humans are assigned one of two
fates, being either demon gifted or angel blessed.
After wings sprout from Brielle's back at her
awakening ceremony, she's sure she's an angel
blessed celestial. It's not until she sees black wings
that she realizes something is terribly wrong. Having
sold her contract at a young age to save her father's
life means she should be bound for Tainted Academy.
That is, until a fallen angel unexpectedly fights for her
to be accepted into Fallen Academy, the elite school
for those that inhabit Angel City. She's immediately
matched with her impossibly handsome celestial
teacher, Lincoln Grey. Laying eyes on him, her first
thought is that her time at the academy might actually
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be fun, but this theory quickly fades when she and
Lincoln clash on day one. To further prove her
admission into Fallen Academy is cursed, the entire
school is thrown into chaos when an Abrus demon
reveals that he knows Brielle's secret. Now, above all
else, Lincoln must fight to protect her. To his surprise,
the only thing more difficult than trying to save her ... is
trying not to fall for her.
It all started with a dare. A single dare on Maisey
Parker's twenty first birthday and her entire life
changed. One second she was getting drunk with her
friends, and the next she was climbing a cliff, cutting
her hand, and accidentally offering a blood sacrifice
that opened a thousand year old prison. A prison that
contained the only living Titan. One too powerful to kill.
One that wants nothing to do with being attached to
Maisey. Cronus has an old score to settle with the
Greek Pantheon. Lucky she has some sick days
saved up at work, because Maisey is dragged along
whether she likes it or not. A decision Cronus no doubt
regretted right around the time she makes a colossal
mistake, unleashing an untold evil on the world.Now
they're in a race against the clock to resurrect the
other Titans, the only beings who can contain the evil.
They're the world's last hope. And Maisey's.
Vampires are the spawn of the devil. Evil to the core...
or so I thought, until one of them saves my life. As a
member of the House of Rose, a division of the
Vampire Hunter Society, I've got one of the highest kill
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records on file. I track my mark and don't stop until the
job is done. That is, until my mark saves my life. Luka
Drake isn't like the vampires I've been hunting for the
past five years, and despite the fact that he's a
vampire prince fresh out of Magic City Prison for
committing God knows what crime, I can't kill him. My
only other option is to walk away and pretend our
paths never crossed. I'm about to pull it off but Luka
pulls me back, and in the worst way possible, in a way
that changes everything. This is a full-length slow burn
paranormal romance for readers that love Jaymin Eve,
Linsey Hall and K.F. Breene.
Cowardly as a Lion
Queen Alpha
Magic and the Occult in the Greek and Roman Worlds
: a Collection of Ancient Texts
Arcana Mundi
Frost Burned
After a vicious battle for the crown, I'm now Alpha King.
My brothers are safe, as is my mother, but my fated mate
Nai Crescent is...Gone.In the middle of my coronation
ceremony she disappears.All signs point to a kidnapping,
but the High Mage Realm is off limits for my kind.I'll be
damned before I let anyone take her from
me.Unfortunately, Nai's abduction isn't my only
problem.Between the outcast shifters, the lower class
mages, and strange deaths in Dark Row, I struggle under
the weight of royal responsibilities.The longer I rule, the
more I discover how dirty the high mages are playing...
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and how desperate they are for power.And I start to
wonder if Nai was abducted, or if she left of her own free
will. Was fate wrong about us?Told from Courage "Rage"
Midnight's POV, this fast-paced novella gives exclusive
insight into the new Alpha King's heart and mind after
Nai's disappearance.
From the hunters . . . to the hunted. When former CIA
officer, Harper Brooks, joined an elite unit of special
operators, her mission was to serve and protect, not to fall
in love. But Roman Riviera was like no one she’d ever
met. Echo Four was the quiet one. A broody genius. And
that intense and gorgeous Navy SEAL stole her heart. But
would he also steal her focus? Roman may have set his
sights on Harper, but being together could prove fatal for
the brilliant, witty woman he couldn’t stop thinking
about—and he couldn’t risk her life for love. After giving
in to the intense attraction, Harper and Roman are
desperate to save their friendship . . . until an operation
goes awry, forcing them to question everything, even each
other. With Echo and Bravo Teams cornered by an
unexpected threat, Roman must share his closely guarded
secrets to protect the teams. But sometimes facing your
demons means having to become a devil in a threethousand-dollar suit. In this risky game of cat-and-mouse,
Roman and Harper will be tested like never before, and
all bets are off the table.
Jaxon Castille: jaguar shifter, warrior, assassin. He has
long hungered for the chance to make his former lover,
Libby Jamieson, pay for her deadly betrayal. After three
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long years he’s finally found her. The hunt is over… But
the Libby that he finds is not what he expected. She has no
memory of their tumultuous affair; of her treachery; of
anything beyond her own name. A shadowy and deadly
clan has marked them both for death, and in an instant the
game changes: the hunter has become the hunted. On the
run, with the ghosts of their past between them and a
dark, desperate hunger quickly reclaiming their bodies
and souls, Libby and Jaxon must discover the truth behind
the dark forces working against them. Together, they must
grab hold of a destiny that has the power to either heal
them or destroy them. But the truth is far more shattering
than anyone could imagine…
The Dark Bond
Rebel Heart
404 - a Horror Anthology Series
Chasing Shadows
Year Two
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